Coexistence and extinction for two competing species in patchy environments.
A system of two competing species μ and ν that diffuse over a two-patch environment is investigated. When u-species has smaller birth rate in the first patch and larger birth rate in the second patch than v-species, and the average birth rate for u-species is larger than or equal to v-species, it was shown in a previous publication that two species coexist in a slow diffusion environment, whereas u-species drives v-species into extinction in a fast diffusion environment. In this paper, we analyze global dynamics and bifurcations for the same model with identical order of birth rates, but with opposite order of average birth rates, i.e., the average birth rate of u-species is less than that of v-species. We observe richer dynamics with two scenarios, depending on the relative difference between the variation in the birth rates of v-species on two patches and the variation in the average birth rates of two species. When the variation in average birth rates is relatively large, there is no stability switch for the semitrivial equilibria. On the other hand, such a stability switch takes place when the variation in average birth rates is relatively mild. In both cases, v-species, with larger average birth rate, prevails in a fast diffusion environment, whereas in a slow diffusion environment, the two species can coexist or u-species that has the greatest birth rate among both species and patches will persist and drive v-species to extinction.